Calendar

Lab meetings:
Thursday, 3 PM - 4 PM, Meyer 957 Conference table (unless noted otherwise)

Lab calendar

Notes for lab meetings, 2019

Currently unscheduled topics:
- Iris update on ECoG data and models
- Eline and Noah on MEG retinotopy
- Hope: summarize end of project (?)
- Serra update since SfN, paper, next project

Currently scheduled
- Jan 14, 12:30 (tentative) Noah on one or two anatomy papers by Jesse Gomez
- Jan 17 (Thursday), 4 pm: Kevin Chan from NYU SoM Ophthalmology
- The week of Jan 21: No meeting on Monday the 21 (MLK day), but Eline will present that Wednesday (23), 12-2 in Marisa's lab on a paper by Tomas Knapen's lab (https://elifesciences.org/articles/36928?utm_source=).
- Jan 28, 11 AM: (tentative) Noah on one or two anatomy papers by Jesse Gomez
- Feb 4, 11 AM: Eline on forward models of MEG and synchrony
- Feb 11, 11 AM: President's Day; Iris practice talk for CiNet Conference
- Feb 18, 11 AM: Billy on spatial frequency models / calibration
- Feb 25, 11 AM: OPEN